1. Introduction 3.F.Jones introduced in [8] , [9] a class of parabolic singular integrals of the form t-£ J(x,t) = lira f f F(x-y,t-r)f(y,r)dydt, £--0 " "
where f is in L p and F satisfies certain conditions too lengthy to be quoted here. The integrals of this class were subsequently studied by E.B.Fabes, M.Jodeit, M.N.Riviere and C.Sadosky (see [4] - [7] and [12] ., [13] ).
In [1] we formulated some theorems concerning the existence and the regular continuity of parabolic singular integrals taken over a bounded multiconnected subdomain of the product Ex (0,T), where T is a finite positive number, and having u the density f(y,r) in V/.Pogorzelski's class (see [10J ).
The aim of this paper is to prove these theorems. Let us note that our results are analogous to those achieved by W.Pogorzelski in [10] and [11] for elliptic singular integrals understood in the sense of A.P.Calderon and A.Zygmund (see [3] and [14] ). Let us also note that these results find an application in the theory of singular integral equations (see [2] J.
Let there be given in the Euclidean space B n (n> 2) an n-dimensional domain Q q bounded by a closed Lapunov
2
A.Borzymowski surface S Q . In there is placed a finite system of (n-1J-dimensional closed Lapunov surfaces , where p > 0. We assume all surfaces S Q ,S.|,... ,Sp to be disjointed.
\ P
In what follows we denote by Q the set S2 0 \ y S^.
Hence Q = y > 1) holds, where are some disjointed domains, simply or multi-connected. Besides, we denote by D the set of all points z = x-y, where x« fl and y t Q .
Let us consider a singular integral of the form
where ICQ, t e (0 f T>, T being a finite positive number.
We make the following assumptions. 1°. The kernel F(z,.}) is of the form
where iMjf) is a real function defined and of class C 1 in the interval <0,T>, satisfying the conditions
(a Q -a constant) and is a complex-valued function defined and continuous on the set (10) 4 . The inequalities lo r o, and the exponents a, h and h' are subjeot to the inequalities 0 < a < 11 0 < h < 1 -a ; 0 < h' < 1.
Remark. It follows from (11) and (12) that f(y,r) belongs to Pogorzelski'e olass ^ with respect to y (see [io] , Cii]).
Example. In potential theory there ooours the following integral t (13) J"(x t t) « J J" P(x-y,t-r)f(7,r)dydr,
On some singular integrals J or exp (i,3 = 1,...,n and cf^ is the Kronecker delta). It is easily seen that the kernel F of integral (13) satisfies assumptions 1° and 2° above with iMj) = J and y = = 1, We shall prove that P is also subject to assumptions 3°» 4°.
Firstly, let us assume that P = F^. In this case the following equality (14) is valid, where
By basing on equality (14) , by applying Green's theorem R By virtue of (15), an analogical inequality is slso satisfied if F = F . o Hence the proof of (9) is complete. In a similar way one can prove that integral (13) satisfies condition (10).
Examination of singular integrals Theorem
1.
(see [1] ) If assumptions 1°, 3° and 5° (except perhaps inequality (6) and the second part of inequality (12)) are satisfied, then singular integral (1) exists at each point (x,t) e £1 x (0,T>.
On some singular integrals Proof.
Let us mske the following decomposition
where £ e (0,t) and Kx is a ball of centre x and of erbitrary radius R so small that Kv c Q .
The existence of finite limits, as £ -o+f of the interrala J. and J, results directly from (5), (8) and (11) . I j In order to examine the integral J2 we base on relations (5) and (12) and we substitute (17) âit 7 -t) = e; ^'(t-r)dr = da.
s As a result we get the inequalities 
Proof. The general line of the proof is analogous to that in [10] and [ll].

We consider first the inequality (19).
Let x e (where >)Q is one of the integers 1,...,q) and let n be a ball of centre x and of radius |x-xg|. We can make the following decomposition (18) 0 < h < min(j3, j), \ < h! < 1
(19) |j(x,t)|< (A^ + A2kf) |x-xs|" (20) |j(x,t) -J(x,t)| < (A3Mf + A4kf.) [t?-(t)] " h |x-xs|
-a.
-(a+h) t (21) J(x,t) = P(rx-y,t-r)dy dr +
On soae singular integrals 
Concerning the integral H(x,t), inequalities (8) and (11) imply
|H(X,T) j < M^BP |X-X
From (21) and from the estimates of |H(x,t)| and |j(x,t) -H(x ,t) | above, the required inequality (19) follows.
5•E.D.
Proceeding to the proof of inequality (20), let us note that it is sufficient to consider the case, when |x-x|< 1 \ < min(^ |*-x s | , iWt)) holds. Otherwise (20) follows directly from (19).
Let us consider (apart from the ball n introduced above) a ball n 1 of centre x and of radius |x-x 0 |-|x-x|. We can (9), (11) and (18) we have
The member Y^ is examined on the strength of assumptions 1° and 5°, the inequality |x-y|< |x-x s | (where yeH'-fl) and the substitution (17). AS a result we get On some singular integrals 11 > x " x sl (25) < const MfMK|x-xg|" a J < const M^MJJ Jx-xg| _ct ?
x-xj-2|x-x|
On joining (23), (24) and (25) we obtain for the integral Y.j in (22) the following estimate
The next integral, X^, in (22) can be examined similarly as Y^ in (23), whence Y2 satisfies (27) YJ < const MfIiIN|x-xs|"^a + |x-x| h .
In order to estimate the integral Y^, let us introduce other two balls: Fl-j of centre x and radius 2|x-x| and n2 of centre x and radius 3 |x-x|.
We can write
|p(x-y,t-r) |dy n2-ni + J jj F(x-y ,t-r) j + I p(5c-y,t-r) | n-n' dy + + J |p(x-y,t-r)|dy + J |p(x-y,t-T) |dy n" U0 dr = .
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For the integral Z-j in (28), using assumption 1° and the relations |x-y|< |x-y| < -j |x-y| (y £ n'-ilg), n'-n 2 c n'-n 1 and making the substitution (17) we have (29) Z.,< const k f k N |x-x s |-(a+h) ]x-x\*.
•2 ,....,2
f J ? -C1+ZT-2H' ) dp < On joining this estimate and (29), we obtain for the integral Y^ in (22) the following inequality
The integral Y^ is examined on the basis of assumptions (8) 2 < min ^ |x-x s | , t )) , since in the'opposite case inequality (34) follows from inequality (19). Let the symbol n be understood as in the proof of Theorem 2. We can make the following decomposition (8), (10), (12) On joining the results (36), (42) and (43) and on making use of assumption (33) we get thesis (34). Q.E.D.
